Movie 2

Review of movie 1 - definition of stewardship
what kinds of things are entrusted to our care
- creation
- Gospel (we ARE church, we don't GO to church)
- family
- other people beyond family (political & social issues)
- vocation (job, etc...)
- self (baptismal covenant)

Periods
- Jesus & Paul
- conciliar period (basic creeds)
- reformation
- (now) rediscovering baptism - triggered by modern science & new studies of scripture, new interfaith realities

How do we empower the laity / lift up lay ministry? 
- we celebrate 'new ministry' when new clergy comes and it's all about the clergy.

Burrill's initiative to visit people where they worked, to find out what they did the rest of the week.
- affirming that 'regular work' is important in the life of the church.

celebrating the Eucharist when a graduate student completes their thesis. The offering was the thesis - brought in lots of people to recognize that important time in the student's life.

why not extrapolate this to someone getting a new job?

sharing in Christ's death so we can be raised in his resurrection.

returning to baptism by immersion - sprinkling on water doesn't get across the whole 'drowning to sin / dying with Christ' bit. 

Eckhart - positive, negative, creative, transforming

Matthew Fox - helps in understanding Eckhart.

moving on means letting go (death of something)
-- 3yr old giving up a teddy bear to go to school
-- like a parent giving a 16 yr old the car keys
-- not being able to let go of youth (plastic surgery)
-- the purpose of confession is to let go of anger (so we can move on)

growing number of ads devoted to drugs / by drug companies
(we are all hypochondriacs)

one of the great gifts of being ordained clergy is to be with people when they die.

"Lying Awake" by Mark Saltzman - to die to the tyranny of self
- being trapped by only wanting to do things 'when i feel like it'
- have to let go of that

the first two words kids say are "No" and "Mine" - ultimate power!

baptism starts us on the road of transformation from self-centered-ness (no/mine) to love/compassion/generosity (Jesus on the cross - arranging for care of mother, forgiving soldiers, comforting a fellow sufferer)

how do we make the journey?  not alone

you can't 'fall in love'. no such thing. what you fall into is infatuation -> when your loneliness is penetrated by someone noticing you (says you are wonderful).

this often happens just after a divorce, and in nursing homes -> in both cases there is a lot of loneliness

what the marriage ceremony says is "whatever brought us together, i'm going to spend the rest of my life learning to love you, and that's going to be hard work." which is why we bring together all the friends & family together, because in addition to God's grace, you'll need all the help you can get.

marriages & funerals are a great chance to preach the Gospel to people who wouldn't normally be in a church.

foundation for healthy stewardship is thanksgiving.

thanksgiving is really very difficult.

we are not raised to be thankful people.  this is often a balance problem when there is a lot of prayer for the sick, but no one says Thanks for anything.

--> if you have a lot of sick people, print them, don't read them all.

we are raised to complain! about the weather, about travel conditions, about other people, etc...

people who have almost nothing tend to be greatly more thankful than people who have essentially everything. (China)

you can't do stewardship if it isn't based on thanksgiving

Most North Americans think God put us here to critique it. Rather, we need to learn to give thanks for it!

All our blessings worth having are gifts; when we understand that, it's easier to give thanks.

Most churches are boring!

we gather to celebrate the Great Thanksgiving

to be followers we must continually be rooted in thanksgiving
--> Sunday is not the END of the week, it is the START

Desmond Tutu is a great exemplar of this. full of joy & thanksgiving - the room lights up when he enters. the source of this is his awesome sense of thanksgiving.

get your liturgy turned around so people can learn to be thankful - it must be verbalized to be really real.

the tendency to bitch must be recognized & verbalized to help people stop doing it

disciplines to help (each of these could be a whole conference):
- Thanksgiving (see above)

- Prayer: verbalizing is crucial. putting into words who you are in the presence of God. the person who prays is changed by the act of praying.  you can't help who is in distress until you know what the problem is. opening up ourselves in the presence of God. "when you pray for someone else in love, it unleashes a power of love in the universe that God can use - however God wants to." - Paul Tillich. we need to teach people to pray - don't take it for granted that people know how.

- Corporate Worship: our culture worships the self/individual, so this is really important - that we are part of The Body. we both glorify & bemoan that we are alone. People need to know that when they miss church, the body suffers. we miss them!

- Study: we are wrestling with big issues (biotech; modern science) - we need to figure out how God's message relates. why are the scriptures important? most things we argue about are rooted in how we understand scripture. see Billy Graham article in NYTimes. Most lay people don't know much about modern studies about scripture. why these books? how much do you have to understand history for these to make sense? hear, read, mark, learn, inwardly digest - not just quote!  not just Bible Study, but "Why the Bible?" - what makes it different from Shakespeare?  study about development of liturgy would be good too. when a new book comes out, people go nuts because they think the old one was the liturgy Jesus used. :)  

- Service: how do we use our time & talent in reaching out to the world beyond ourselves? programs like Habitat for Humanity get people from our churches out into neighbourhoods where people would normally not go willingly. it's important to do this in a disciplined way. what the options are depends on where you are.

these are ways to help people move from self-centred to love & generosity.

[airplane example - praying for self to pray for pilot, to pray for other people, to giving thanks for beauty outside -> take small steps -> as the nature of the prayer changed, he became less afraid of flying]

next section to come : what Jesus says is the most important discipline - where your treasure is, there your heart will be.

the big picture has to make sense before we can talk about money - this is the key.

